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PROFILE
In the space of 60 years, Interparking has 
become a European leader in the urban mobility 
sector. As well as offering convenient and secure 
car parks, we are growing a range of innovative 
products and services that meet the needs of 
major European cities. Every day, our teams help 
to facilitate travel in and around urban centers, 
focusing on three strategic priorities: 

  continuous improvement in the quality of our 
services;  

  an innovative offer of mobility solutions to meet 
the challenges of cities;  

  an environmentally-responsible policy. 

Interparking is strategically based in nine 
European countries: Germany, Austria, Belgium, 
Spain, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland and 
Romania. Our clients have 949 sites to choose 
from, representing a total of 415,014 parking 
spaces across the European continent. If you 
were to line up all the vehicles that park there, 
the queue would stretch over 2,000 kilometers! 

To date, Interparking – a member of the 
European Parking Association and a number 
of car park federations – has obtained 
198 European Standard Parking Awards. 
These certifications acknowledge the hard work 
of our teams and show our clients that they have 
made the right choice. 

Facilitating travel
Interparking offers convenient, accessible 
parking spaces in close proximity to strategic 
hubs. Most of our car parks are connected to 
other modes of transport: bus, tram, metro, train, 
bike hire stations, etc. This positioning helps to 
significantly facilitate traffic flows within cities. 

To further facilitate traffic flows in and 
around cities, Interparking is developing a 
comprehensive range of services aimed at users: 
digitizing payment, reservation and subscription 
services, innovative solutions for cyclists, tailored 
offer for electric and shared vehicles, etc. 

Mobility under discussion
Interparking has a close partnership and 
engages in dialogue with mobility stakeholders 
of all kinds. In this respect users, local residents, 
public authorities and institutional clients are 
regularly consulted and taken into consideration 
in planning the mobility of tomorrow.
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Using cars and respect 
for the environment are 
perfectly compatible. 

The development of innovative 
new projects, which are 
springing up every day, are 
the best proof of this: shared 
vehicles, connected and self-
driving cars, hybrid and electric 
cars require a tailored service 
offering.  

Here at Interparking, 
we strongly believe in 
multimodality as a key pillar of 
both greener and more efficient 
mobility. Multiple challenges 
are indeed facing cities and 
their users: improving air 
quality, facilitating traffic flows 

and developing fast, efficient 
and interconnected modes of 
transport.

That is exactly the vision we 
stand for. Most of our car 
parks are connected to other 
modes of transport: bus, 
tram, metro, train, airports, 
bike hire stations, etc. We 
have developed a unique 
card: Pcard+. Using the same 
card – which is free to boot 
– our clients can access our 
car parks as well as public 
transport networks and a 
range of ancillary services. 
This means that each client 
can combine several modes 
of transport as needed to 

optimize his or her travel. This 
is our vision of green mobility.

At the same time, we are 
making great efforts to reduce 
the impact of our operations 
on the environment: being 
carbon neutral, having 
fine particle neutralization 
systems, installing charging 
terminals, low-energy lighting, 
etc. All these initiatives will 
only intensify in the coming 
months and years. It is our 
responsibility.

MULTIPLE CHALLENGES 
ARE FACING CITIES AND 

THEIR USERS: IMPROVING 
AIR QUALITY, FACILITATING 

TRAFFIC FLOWS AND 
DEVELOPING FAST, EFFICIENT 

AND INTERCONNECTED 
MODES OF TRANSPORT.

Roland Cracco, CEO

MULTIMODALITY:  
THE KEY TO GREEN AND 
EFFICIENT MOBILITY

"WE WORK HARD 
TO REDUCE THE 
IMPACT OF OUR 
OPERATIONS ON 
THE ENVIRONMENT."

A WORD FROM THE CEO
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AMBITIOUS GOALS, 
PRACTICAL MEANS

Interparking’s corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) 
strategy ties in with the 

United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals. 
Established in 2015, this 
agenda sets targets to be met 
by 2030 through 17 ambitious 
but realistic goals.  

A number of levers can be 
used to improve environmental 
performance: LED lighting, 
automation, renewable energy 
supply contracts, greener 
mobility for employees, etc. 

Interparking has held in-
depth discussions with its 
reference shareholder, Ageas, 
to identify the UN goals to be 
implemented to contribute 
toward a more sustainable 
world. This strategic exercise 
highlighted four goals 
toward which Interparking 
is committed to making 
significant efforts.

Goal 9:  
build resilient 
infrastructure, promote 
inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization and 
foster innovation
Interparking has fitted the 
Beffroi car park in Namur with 
the first “breath of fresh air 
in the city” (see p. 14) and 
is gradually rolling out this 
initiative in other Group car 
parks. We have also signed 
up with renewable energy 
providers to supply our 
installations with electricity. 
Interparking's car parks are 
also fitted with photovoltaic 
panels where the configuration 
permits. 

Goal 10:  
reduce inequality within 
and among countries
Interparking has set up its 
parking school, which trains 
and mentors our teams and 
enables them to obtain training 
certificates, ranging from skilled 
worker to parking manager.

This school plays a key 
role in developing talents at 
Interparking: internal mobility 
pathways are not uncommon. 
Further training has enabled 
low-skilled or unskilled job 
seekers to get a meaningful 
job and gradually take on new 
responsibilities. 

Goal 11:  
make cities and human 
settlements inclusive, 
safe, resilient and 
sustainable 
In recent years, we have 
increased the number of 
spaces for shared cars. In 
addition, we have more than 
960 spaces for electric vehicles 
in our car parks. In Belgium, 
used together with the Pcard+, 
they also offer one of the most 
attractive rates in the country. 
Shared vehicles and electric 
cars help to reduce congestion 
and improve air quality in cities. 

Goal 13:  
take urgent action to 
combat climate change 
and its impacts
Interparking has reduced its 
average energy consumption 
per parking space by 18% 
compared with 2014. Our 
operations are also certified 
carbon neutral in all nine 
countries in which we operate. 
We are also replacing our 
lighting systems and elevators 
with low-energy alternatives 
and are involved in a project to 
combat deforestation. 

STRATEGY

-70%
UP TO 70% LESS PARTICLES, 40% 
LESS FINE PARTICLES AND 20% LESS 
ULTRAFINE PARTICLES
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require a tailored offering
New modes of mobility

The last few years have seen the emergence of a number of 
innovations in the field of car travel, with the aim of helping to achieve 
more breathable air for everyone. Hybrid and electric cars significantly 

reduce CO2 emissions and fine particles in the atmosphere. Another 
interesting phenomenon is shared cars, which relieve congestion in cities, 
free up space on the roads and reduce traffic.        

These new modes of mobility require a tailored offering. Interparking offers 
exactly that. To support the transition toward low-polluting vehicles, we 
are increasing the number of charging terminals for electric and hybrid 
vehicles in our car parks. In the Netherlands, for example, drivers of clean 
vehicles benefit from an advantageous parking rate thanks to a number plate 
recognition system. In Belgium, we used Big Data technology to identify the 
areas where demand was highest: we have as a result installed a number 
of charging terminals in these locations (250 as at December 31, 2019), at 
reserved and easily recognizable blocks. Drivers can also use their Pcard+ to 
charge their vehicle’s batteries and take advantage of one of the lowest rates 
on the market.

In partnership with several major carsharing operators, we also reserve 
spaces for shared cars in our car parks. 

Interparking also advocates the development of multimodality. We connect 
our car parks to other modes of transport: railway stations, bus or metro 
stations, as well as bike hire points. 

965
PARKING SPACES FOR  
ELECTRIC VEHICLES

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH SEVERAL 
MAJOR CARSHARING OPERATORS, 
WE ALSO RESERVE SPACES FOR 

SHARED CARS IN OUR CAR PARKS. 

MOBILITY IS 
REINVENTING ITSELF

Interparking offers exactly that.

GREEN MOBILITY
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REDUCING AND 
OFFSETTING 
EMISSIONS

CARBON

in all nine countries in which 
the Group operates. 

Interparking's operations 

are certified carbon neutral 

Since 2015, all 
Interparking's 
operations have been 

certified carbon neutral, in 
all nine countries in which 
the Group operates. This 
certification was achieved 
by activating two levers: 
firstly, Interparking strives 
continuously to significantly 
reduce the CO2 emissions 
generated by its operations; 
secondly, the Group is 
involved in a CO2 offsetting 
project in partnership with the 
certification agency CO2logic. 

To reduce its energy 
consumption, Interparking is 
generalizing the introduction 
of LED lighting systems, 
installing low-energy ventilation 
mechanisms and gradually 
replacing part of its vehicle fleet 
with low-pollution vehicles. 
The company also uses green 
energy and automation to 
modulate the lighting, which 
avoids having the lights on 
in the car parks when no 
movement is detected. 

For example, LED bulbs use 
between six and 10 times less 
energy than traditional lighting!

Nevertheless, despite 
numerous efforts to reduce 
the environmental impact 
of its operations, emissions 
remain an issue. Interparking 

is actively involved in a project 
to offset its residual emissions, 
enabling it to be carbon 
neutral. 

THE COMPANY ALSO USES GREEN 
ENERGY AND AUTOMATION, WHICH 
AVOIDS HAVING THE LIGHTS ON IN 
CAR PARKS 24 HOURS A DAY. 

NEUTRAL
100%

CARBON NEUTRAL IN ALL 
NINE COUNTRIES
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Interparking is actively 
involved in a large-
scale project to support 

environmental initiatives, to 
offset its residual carbon 
emissions. In Spain, for 
example, we work with 
the NGO HOMAC, which 
funds projects in developing 
countries.

6,412
TONNES OF CO2 OFFSET

36,000
TREES SAVED PER YEAR

WE ARE INVOLVED IN PROJECTS 
TO COMBAT DEFORESTATION IN 

AFRICA. FOR EXAMPLE, WE ACTIVELY 
SUPPORT THE WANROU PROJECT 
IN BENIN, WHICH IS DEVELOPING 

IMPROVED STOVES. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

We are also involved in projects 
to combat deforestation in 
Africa. For example, we actively 
support the Wanrou project 
in Benin, which is developing 
improved stoves. What does 
this involve? In northern 
Benin, close to Pendjari 
National Park, the alarming 
rate of biomass collection 
for cooking food is a major 
contributor to deforestation 
and desertification. Wanrou 
helps local people to adopt 
more efficient cooking 
methods by using improved 
stoves. Not only do these 
reduce the risks of burns and 
inhaling toxic fumes, but they 
also significantly slow down 
deforestation. 

The Wanrou project saves 
three tonnes of CO2 emitted 
per household supported. They 
also save 50% on the cost of 
energy used to prepare meals. 
As a result, wood consumption 
per household has fallen 
by two tonnes per year per 
household. The project saves 
36,000 trees per year. 

IMPROVED STOVES 
IN BENIN

By supporting the Wanrou 
project, Interparking is 
offsetting its residual CO2 

emissions in full. 

The Wanrou project saves 

per household supported.

three tonnes of CO2 emitted 
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In partnership with the 
independent consulting 
firm CO2Logic and the 

NGO Eco-Bénin, Interparking 
is involved in a large-scale 
reforestation project in the 
Bouche du Roy region in 
southern Benin. Situated at 
the mouth of the Mono River, 
this area has lost 30% of its 
mangroves in recent years. 
Mangroves play an essential 
role in the environmental, 
social and economic balance 
of the region: not only do 
they absorb large quantities 
of CO2, they also act as a 
bulwark against rising water 
levels. Their disappearance 
also has a negative impact on 
the density of fish available in 

€1 =2DONATION 
MANGROVES PLANTED

WATCH THE 
PROJECT VIDEO.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

the river. Yet fishing is a major 
source of income for the local 
populations.

To restore the region’s balance, 
Interparking is actively involved 
in a reforestation project: we 
ask our clients to make a 
donation to offset their CO2 
emissions. For each euro 
donated, two mangroves are 
planted in the Bouche du 
Roy region. Interparking also 
promises to double the amount 
of donations collected. The 
target is to fund the planting 
of 200,000 mangroves, which 
represents a total surface area 
of 80 hectares. The initiative 
also raises awareness among 
clients about the environmental 

impact of the annual mileage 
they cover behind the wheel of 
their vehicle: in fact, one euro 
collected offsets the emissions 
generated by covering 1,000 
kilometres. 

On the website  
www.interparking-co2neutral.
com, clients are asked to share 
their donations to offset their 
emissions. Using a simulation 
tool, they can see the direct 
environmental impact of their 
contribution.   

REFORESTATION: A MAJOR 
CHALLENGE FOR LOCAL 
POPULATIONS IN BENIN

The Bouche du Roy region 

in recent years. 

has lost 30% of its mangroves 
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FIRST 
GREEN LOAN

The interest rate of a green loan is calculated 

based on specific environmental indicators. 

In October 2018, 
Interparking took out a loan 
the cost of which depends 

on criteria linked to the firm's 
environmental performance. 
This is a first in Belgium. 
Specifically, BNP Paribas 
Fortis granted Interparking 
an €80 million loan to finance 
its expansion. The interest 
rate is calculated based on 
two specific environmental 
indicators: firstly, a reduction 

in the carbon footprint per 
full-time equivalent (FTE); and 
secondly, a reduction in the 
energy consumption of the 
car parks. Interparking will 
therefore be able to claim a 
discount of around 10% on the 
cost of the loan if the carbon 
footprint per full-time equivalent 
and the electricity consumption 
per parking space decrease by 
30% and 20% respectively. 

A number of levers can be 
used to improve environmental 
performance: LED lighting, 
automation, renewable energy 
supply contracts, greener 
mobility for employees, etc. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION REDUCTION 
TARGET BY 2020

30%

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY

CARBON FOOTPRINT REDUCTION 
TARGET PER FTE BY 2020

20%

A NUMBER OF LEVERS 
CAN BE USED TO IMPROVE 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERFORMANCE: LED LIGHTING, 

AUTOMATION, RENEWABLE 
ENERGY SUPPLY CONTRACTS, 

GREENER MOBILITY FOR 
EMPLOYEES, ETC. 

CO2Logic, an independent 
certification agency, is 
responsible for certifying the 
results achieved and their 
compliance with the targets 
set. This company, which 
specializes in calculating, 
reducing and offsetting CO2 
emissions, awards labels to 
“carbon neutral” firms. 
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 the car park than outside. 

Air quality is an extremely important issue.  
Interparking takes the subject very seriously, the objective being 
to purify the air in its car parks.       

A first notable initiative was launched in April 2019, with the 
commissioning of a particle reduction system at the Beffroi car park 
in Namur, Belgium. Developed in collaboration with Delft University of 
Technology in the Netherlands, this system uses the positive ionization 
process to capture the fine particles present in the ambient air. What is 
the result? The ambient air is cleared of 50 to 70% of particles, 40% of 
fine particles and 20% of ultrafine particles suspended in the car park.

According to air quality measurement firm Airscan.org, thanks to the 
system installed at the Beffroi car park the concentration of particles 
inside the car park is lower than the average levels recorded outside. In 
other words, it is now possible to breathe better quality air inside a car 
park than outside. 

It was the first installation of this type for the Interparking Group, and 
the first to be rolled out in Belgium. Since then, the system has been 
deployed in Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp, Cannes, Nice, Nîmes, and 
Fontainebleau. 70%

THE SYSTEM CAN NEUTRALIZE UP TO 
70% OF THE PARTICLES PRESENT IN 
THE AIR

THIS SYSTEM USES THE POSITIVE 
IONIZATION PROCESS TO CAPTURE 
THE FINE PARTICLES PRESENT IN 
THE AMBIENT AIR.

BREATH OF FRESH 
AIR IN THE CITY   

better quality inside AIR QUALITY
The air becomes
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ECO-RESPONSIBLE 
DRIVING  
REWARDED Interparking encourages 

eco-responsible driving. 
This commitment is made 

tangible when drivers are 
rewarded for using clean 
vehicles. This is exactly what 
our Eco Parking offer promotes 
in the Netherlands. Currently 
applied in Rotterdam (Lijnbaan 
and Markthal) and The Hague 
(Museumkwartier), this option 
offers a substantial discount 
on the basic hourly rate to 
drivers of electric vehicles 
or environmental class A 
conventional vehicles. By 
attracting clean vehicles to our 
car parks, we indirectly impact 
air quality in city centres. 

Our offer is made possible 
by a smart number plate 
recognition system. Each 
number plate is scanned on 
entering the car park. The 
system then communicates 
directly with the Dutch road 
traffic authority to identify 
the car's emission class. 

If the vehicle is entitled to 
it, he or she immediately 
receives a special Eco Parking 
ticket and benefits from a 
discount on the basic rate. 
Interparking is the first car park 
operator in Europe to offer an 
advantageous rate to drivers of 
low-polluting vehicles. 

The aim is to extend this 
offer to other car parks, in 
countries where the number 
plate recognition legislation 
permits it. 

€ -0.20
CLEAN VEHICLES RECEIVE A DISCOUNT OF 
0.20 EUROS ON THE BASIC HOURLY RATE

Interparking is 

to offer an advantageous rate to drivers of low-polluting vehicles.

the first car park operator in Europe 

ECO-PARKING

OUR OFFER IS MADE POSSIBLE 
BY A SMART NUMBER PLATE 

RECOGNITION SYSTEM. 
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A fairer society also requires 

a huge display of solidarity.

HERE AT INTERPARKING, OUR 
COMMITMENT IS REFLECTED 
IN A NUMBER OF CORPORATE 
PHILANTHROPIC AND SPONSORSHIP 
INITIATIVES IN SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, 
CULTURAL AND SPORTING AREAS.

SPONSORSHIP

SUPPORTING  
CIVIC INITIATIVE

A successful company 
is not just accountable 
to its shareholders, 

employees and clients. 
Instead, it must also take a 
responsible approach toward 
society as a whole. Here at 
Interparking, this commitment 
is reflected in a number of 
corporate philanthropic and 
sponsorship initiatives in social, 
environmental, cultural and 
sporting areas. 

See some of the partners and 
programmes that we support 
opposite.

Culture Health/social Sport
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To maintain an optimal 
level of quality, 
Interparking does not 

skimp on resources and offers 
its employees state-of-the-art 
training. This means that not 
only can they develop their 
skills, they can also better 
respond to the changing 
requirements of the cities of 
tomorrow. 

6,199
COURSE HOURS PER YEAR

FURTHER TRAINING HAS 
ENABLED JOB SEEKERS TO GET A 

MEANINGFUL JOB AND GRADUALLY 
TAKE ON NEW RESPONSIBILITIES.

PARKING SCHOOL

In Brussels, moving the head 
office to new premises on 
Rue de Brederode enabled 
Interparking's administrative 
services, technical premises 
and school to be brought 
together under one roof, 
creating a new dynamic for all 
the staff. The parking school 
plays a key role in developing 
talents at Interparking: internal 
mobility pathways are not 
uncommon. Further training 
has enabled job seekers to get 
a meaningful job and gradually 
take on new responsibilities. 
The staff training policy 
allows regularly to train high 
quality teams, ranging from 
specialized worker through 
the functions of controller 
towards parking manager. 
The cycles of training courses 

given at Interparking lead to 
two graduation ceremonies per 
year. 

Furthermore, the firm’s 
digital transformation has 
also brought its share of 
training challenges. The 
European GDPR (General 
Data Protection Regulation) 
Directive came into force on 
May 25, 2018. It governs the 
processing of personal data 
within the European Union. 
The new regulation applies to 
all personal data and sensitive 
data. We talk about personal 
data whenever a person can 
be identifiable or identified, for 
example via his or her Pcard+ 
number or via the details of him 
or her entering and exiting our 
car parks. The collection, use, 

TRAINING: 
CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT

recording, consultation and 
retention of all these data are 
now very strictly regulated. 

Interparking has, of course, 
adapted all its processes 
that involve the processing 
of data regarding clients as 
well as staff members and 
any other relevant person 
(subcontractors, suppliers, 
etc.), in order to comply with 
the new regulation. Information 
sessions were also organized 
to raise awareness about 
these new issues among 
staff members at head office 
and in the customer service 
department. In addition, a 
document containing good 
conduct tips regarding privacy 
has been distributed internally.

The parking school plays an essential role in 

at Interparking.

talent development
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GREEN MOBILITY 
IS POSSIBLE

OUTLOOK

Technology is already providing

to climate issues.

a number of responses

The next few years are 
set to be exciting for 
mobility. Innovations are 

regularly emerging that extend 
and encourage ever more 
environmentally friendly modes 
of travel. 

Here at Interparking, we do 
our part by continuing our 
multimodal initiatives: car parks 
connected to other means 
of transport, such as buses, 
trams, metros, bikes, trains 
and airports. Similarly, we 
intend to step up our efforts 

to improve air quality by rolling 
out the installation of particle 
neutralization systems. 

Technologies are already 
providing a number of 
responses to climate issues. 
Number plate recognition, for 
example, is encouraging the 
use of clean vehicles in the 
Netherlands. This technology 
is being rolled out in Belgium 
and facilitates access to 
our car parks: automation 
reduces waiting times to 
the bare minimum and as a 
result unnecessary tailpipe 
emissions. 

SELF-DRIVING CARS WILL 
BE A CHALLENGE THAT WE 
WILL BE PROUD TO ADDRESS 
SUCCESSFULLY 

Big Data also enable us 
to carefully consider the 
demand for charging terminals 
for electric vehicles. This 
enables us to best meet the 
expectations of motorists. 

Finally, we are prepared for 
the arrival of next-generation 
vehicles, such as self-driving 

cars. These will represent 
a new challenge which we 
will be proud to address 
successfully, in order to 
continue to contribute toward 
more efficient and responsible 
mobility in and around large 
cities. 
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